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2020 RAV4 OVERVIEW

When the fifth-generation RAV4 hit the streets for 2019, it set a new bar for the small SUV class. And 
for 2020, Toyota’s best-selling model traverses even further thanks to one all-new grade and three 
new features. Let’s take a closer look.

RAV4 TRD Off-Road features unique exterior trim 
details, like dark-gray accents and LED fog lights, 
as well as matte-black, 18-inch alloy wheels 
and all-terrain tires. It also features beefed-up 
suspension with enhanced rebound control, while 
red TRD coil springs have revised spring rates 
to improve overall ride. And inside, red contrast 
stitching and accents are a reminder that this isn’t 
just any RAV4 – this is RAV4 TRD Off-Road.

TRD OFF-ROAD1

Every 2020 RAV4 comes standard with Android 
Auto compatibility. This audio multimedia feature 
lets customers with a compatible Android 
smartphone safely interact with their mobile 
device using RAV4’s standard 7-inch or available 
8-inch touchscreen. It also supports hands-
free connectivity3 using the Google Assistant™4, 
making it easy to use supported apps for calling, 
messaging, music, maps and more.

ANDROID AUTO™2 

5 THINGS
 YOU NEED TO KNOW

2020 RAV4

ALL GRADES
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CAR HOME COMPUTER MOBILE

ALL GRADES

ALL GRADES

 LE (AWD ONLY), XLE, XLE PREMIUM

All 2020 RAV4 models come standard with 
a 3-month SiriusXM All Access trial. The 
complimentary trial lets customers listen to 
over 300 channels of ad-free music, plus sports, 
comedy, talk and news. And thanks to the 
SiriusXM app, this content can also be accessed 
outside of the vehicle at any time.

SiriusXM®5

WITH 3-MONTH ALL ACCESS TRIAL

Initially introduced on the 2019 RAV4 LE AWD, the 
Stop & Start Engine System (S&S) has expanded 
from one model to five. This smart technology is 
designed to automatically shut off the vehicle’s 
engine at idle and restart it when ready to move. 
S&S is designed to help RAV4 reduce emissions and 
fuel consumption – while also providing a quieter 
driving experience.

STOP & START  
ENGINE SYSTEM (S&S)

The new Automatic Engine Shut Off feature is 
designed to help avoid unintentional idling and 
unnecessary fuel consumption by turning off 
the engine if the vehicle has been running for 
approximately one hour with the shift lever in Park. 
For more information, please refer to your Owner’s Manual.

AUTOMATIC ENGINE  
SHUT OFF 

These five new features are why the best-selling RAV4 continues to be a strong leader in the small 
SUV market.
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DISCLOSURES
1. The Toyota RAV4 is designed to meet most off-road driving requirements, but off-roading is inherently dangerous and may result in vehicle damage. Toyota 
encourages responsible operation to help protect you, your vehicle and the environment. Seatbelts should be worn at all times. Do not allow passengers to 
ride in cargo area. 2. Vehicle user interface is a product of Google and its terms and privacy statement apply. Requires compatible smartphone, and data plan 
rates apply. Android and Android Auto are trademarks of Google. 3. Concentrating on the road should always be your first priority while driving. Do not use the 
hands-free phone system if it will distract you. 4. Google is a trademark of Google LLC. Always drive safely and obey traffic laws. Functionality depends on many 
factors outside of Toyota's control. Actions and services subject to change at any time without notice. To learn more, go to https://www.toyota.com/connected-
services. To learn more about Toyota's data collection, use, sharing and retention practices, please visit https://www.toyota.com/privacyvts/. 5. SiriusXM audio 
services require a subscription sold separately by Sirius XM Radio Inc. If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will 
automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel, 
you must call SiriusXM at 1-866-635-2349. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at www.siriusxm.com. All fees and programming subject 
to change. Not all vehicles or devices are capable of receiving all services offered by SiriusXM. Current information and features may not be available in all 
locations, or on all receivers. SiriusXM All Access trial length and service availability may vary by model, model year or trim. ©2019 Sirius XM Radio Inc. SiriusXM 
and all related marks and logos are trademarks of Sirius XM Radio Inc.
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